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Make the Future Smart! 
with Eterna & Alliance 

Machinery
Shanghai Eterna Machinery was established in 2003 in Shanghai and soon began to manufacture large 
format flatbed corrugated and solid board converting equipment in China. ‘To be the best in class’ is the 

motto to keep improving and optimising die-cutting techniques and technology.

E
terna has experience in the design and manufacture of a range of 
products including complete lines of flatbed die-cutting machines, 
foil stamping machines, folder gluing machines in all sizes, as 
well as various solutions to better serve customers. With two 

decades of development and innovation, Eterna’s footprint has spread 
across more than 50 countries and regions. The company covers a modern 
manufacturing area of 45 000m2 with 448 employees, of which 67 are 
Research and Development staff (15 per cent of the total employees). 
Now, it handles the full range of solutions for post-press converting 
equipment integration from R&D and pre-sale consultation, to assembly, 
through to after-sales service.

In January 2011, The Bobst Group, S.A. in Switzerland acquired a 65 
per cent share of Shanghai Eterna Machinery, and it became a member of 
the Bobst family. In 2016, Bobst purchased the remaining shares. Bobst 
and Eterna are highly complementary to each other in terms of product 
range, and they will continue to develop products and improve services 
to meet the needs of their respective customers. The technology sharing 

between Bobst and Eterna ensures that customers receive market-leading 
and state-of-the-art products, solutions and after-sales service.

Combining European technology, its own R&D capability and Asian 
manufacturing costs, Eterna is on the road to becoming a quality 
manufacturer of post-press converting equipment in China whilst 
enhancing machine performance and quality to meet customers’ 
expectations, around the world. 

Eterna Products 
Brausse automatic die-cutting and creasing machines for folding carton 
have earned a reputation among global customers. They use four pick up 
and four forward suction heads with angle adjustment to ensure smooth 
feeding. The precision worm gear crank toggle driving system ensures 
smooth and dynamic lower platen movement. Automatic delivery is 
achieved with a non-stop curtain which moves into the delivery to catch 
the arriving sheets during the pile exchange, making it easy to operate 
and improving the working efficiency. Combined with European and US 
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technology, Brausse offers state-of-the-art solutions.
The Brausse 1060ER is one of Eterna’s latest products. It is an 

automatic die-cutting and creasing machine with blanking and stripping 
capabilities. Its ultrasonic double-sheet detector can detect without 
touching, making it scratch free, reliable and easy to set-up. Its feeder 
is based on combined group technology and can feed a wide range of 
stocks from 90g/m2 paper to 1 000g/m2 cardboard, as well as micro-flute 
corrugated board. Its eight gripper bars also use group technology. The 
large motion angle eccentric worm gear drive system allows the minimum 
number and size of nicks at maximum production speed.

Its plate setting is made of a 15mm precision synthetic supporting 
plate, equipped with 5mm hardened cutting plate, 4+1mm sandwich 
plate, and precise micro adjustment device for quick set up and easy 
makeready. Its quick tooling setup system ensures fast job change over 
and high productivity at both stripping and blanking stations. At the 
blanking station, the automatic separating sheet inserter is coupled with 
an electronic position sensor. The option of full sheet delivery makes 
production more flexible by selecting the final delivery style to meet 
diverse requirements.

The Brausse 1060E is an automatic die-cutting and creasing machine 
with stripping device. The new smart die-cutter can save labour and set 
up time. Combined with group technology, the Brausse platen die-cutter 
has been equipped with a safety barrier and has complete lost sheet 
control and central line system to ensure standard and precise set up 
throughout the machine. The CE certified machine can be remotely 
monitored.

The heating base of Brausse1050 Fi hot foiling system was designed 
with precise and fast temperature tracking capabilities, which is based on 
group technology and is suitable for high speed production and large area 
foil coverage.

The Advanced Foil Control System (AFCS) has numerous high-end 
features such as foil advancing pull combination calculation, automatic 
pull combination calculation, as well as on-the-fly simulation. Hologram 
stamping is based on group technology and provides reliable and precise 
hologram foil advancing control. 

Faster impression on restart without gripper bar stopping can increase 
productivity and reduce waste foil and waste paper. Tension rollers and 
foil advancing rollers are each driven by 3.5kW servomotor and controlled 
by AFCS. Group standard pressing rollers on tension rollers with easy 
pressure adjustment enable quick set up and more stable foil advancing in 
wide or narrow widths.

Two pairs of waste foil ejection brushes driven by 2kW servomotor, 
controlled by AFCS for efficient waste foil ejection keep foil tension 
constant by synchronising the pressure between waste foil pulling with 
foil advancing. Its plate setting is made of 15mm precision ground support 
base plate, with 5mm hardened stamping plate or 3.5mm + 1.5mm 
sandwich plate, and precise micro adjustment in both running and cross 
directions for quick set up and easy makeready.

The Brausse 900-C6 automatic folder gluer is a new modular design. 
It has optional configurations for different products, especially for 
irregular boxes. The new structure makes installation and operation 
more convenient. One allen wrench adjustment can be used for most 
accessories making it extremely operator friendly. 

The imported high quality key parts, electrical parts and belts ensure 
the quality and service life of products. The hexagonal axial V-type belt 
boasts high efficiency, low noise and costs. Separate motors are applied 
on feeder, main sections, and trombone section for variable frequency 
speed control. Its running speed is between 20 – 320m/min. The entire 
side frame structure is 6mm on the operation side, with 16mm thickness 
on driving side.

The Brausse 900-C6 is an automatic folder gluer. Its feeder section has 
been equipped with pneumatically lifted side guides and feeder gates, 
belt cleaning brush with easy angle adjustment, supporting bars with 
vibration motor, A/C motor for variable frequency speed control, suction 
feeding system and mini feeder gate / air feeder gate as options.

The side alignment section can be retrofitted between the Feeder 
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and Pre-Breaking Section. Its pre-breaking section is a three-carrier 
construction with pre-break sword and  pre-break belt. Its sectional upper 
carrier can be telescopically adjusted to meet a wide range of boxes. The 
lock bottom section is also a three -carrier construction. The sectional 
upper carrier can be used as pre-breaking function for irregular boxes. The 
Upper central carrier can be removed to give space for job set up.

The primary and secondary servo shafts can be controlled individually, 
using easy to mount hooks with one bolt only. A Data entry keypad with 
digital display makes job set up easier. At the final fold section, there are 
left/right outward folding belts with speed micro-adjustment. The lower 
central carrier can be easily  removed in one piece. At the gluing system, 
each operation/drive side has a standard lower glue pot. An upper glue 
wheel system and non-contact gluing system are available as options. 

The trombone section features high-speed Kick Counter and Jam 
Detectors. The Upper/Lower belts can be adjusted telescopically. An AC 
motor is used for variable frequency speed control and can be retrofitted 
with an optional In-Line Ejector Device.

At the delivery section, there is a pneumatic pressing system for easy 
adjustment. The standard length of the conveyor compress is two metres. 
An extended delivery table is also an option, either in straight or cross 
direction and can be in-line with a J-Packer.

The 1620 Extra Series Automatic Die-cutting & Creasing Machine 
is part of the Extra series automatic die-cutting and creasing machines 
which are upgraded Eterna products. The Extra series can handle E, B, 
C, A and AB flute corrugated board. The feeder section, which is more 
intelligent, is suitable for running materials ranging from common printed 
corrugated board to litho-laminated board.

The Eterna lead edge feeder allows consistent and precise feeding of 
as wide range of corrugated board. Unique polyurethane wheel surface 
with grid lifter and air cushion ensure smooth feeding of ward boards 

accurately. The front gauge position allows for back and forth adjustments 
to accommodate different widths of gripper margins. The fine vacuum 
suction adjustment can adapt to a wide range of stocks from E flute to 
double wall.

At the die-cutting section safety door and die-chase safety locking 
systems protect operators. The high torque pneumatic clutch braking 
system is equipped with overload protection. Eight-piece high alloy 
gripper bars each with 12 special hardened gripper bits ensure firm 
grab of the sheet at high speed. The CenterLine system compatible to 
CenterLine II, allows the cutting die and stripping die to be centered 
quickly.

At the stripping section, the motorised control upper frames can raise 
400mm. The Center line system is compatible to CenterLine II, which is 
suitable for quick stripping die set up and  job change over. The lead edge 
waste removal system can transfer lead edge waste to the machine drive 
side via conveyor belt.

The delivery section is built with Back stop. Front and Side joggers can 
ensure neat stacking. Escalator delivery fork with non-stop air cylinder 
can make neat and positive delivery. Conveyor belt table protects the 
sheets from scratch. Full stripping with/without lead edge waste stripping 
is convertible by one button without tool change.

Eterna in Africa
Shanghai Eterna has a working relationship with Alliance Machinery. 
Alliance is one of the leading agents in Africa. Alliance Machinery 
has brought a total turnkey solution, including sales, service and 
process support through Laserpac, its in-house die-making facility in 
Johannesburg, to the African market. Through their combined efforts and 
experience in meeting the needs of customers in the packaging sector, 
Shanghai Eterna and Alliance will build a bright future in Africa together.
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The Brausse 1050 Fi Hot Foiling SystemFolder Gluer Factory

The Brausse 900-C6 Automatic Folder Gluer
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